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Cadogan's French experts, Dana Facaros and Michael Pauls turn their attention to the birth place of

Napoleon in Cadogan's guide to Corsica, and show travelers there is a remarkable amount to

discover on this small island. Relax an the beaches and tiny, hidden bays, ride the Chemins de fer

de la Corse -- the marvellous mountain train between Ajaccio and Bastia -- and wander through the

chestnut forests of the Castagniccia. The guide takes travelers through breath-taking mountain

scenery, to the town of Corte and along the river in the Restonica Valley. As well as detailed travel

and practical information, there are evocative descriptions of unspoiled walks, scenery and

beaches, and an in-depth look at the customs, folklore, archaeological and historic aspects of this

fantastically varied island described as the Alps by the sea.
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"I must admit to being bowled over by the present offering . . . beautifully produced and a delight to

read and own."-- Living France (UK)"It's difficult to praise the Cadogan books too highly . . . good

writing, amusing comment and invaluable advice."-- The Independent (UK)"The Cadogan series of

guidebooks is superb -- comprehensive, intelligent, practical and well-written." -- Washington Times

(US)

Corsica, the "Mountain in the Sea," is the island of a thousand frissons, a world of such staggering

natural beauty that all the usual rules are relaxed. Here white or blood-red cliffs plummet a sheer



thousand feet into the sea; granite pinnacles claw at the sun; hill towns teeter over gorges;

palm-lined sandy beaches have jagged snowy peaks for a backdrop. Side by side with its

voluptuous Mediterranean beauty, Corsica, as small as it is, has character in spades. This guide

includes practical travel advice; over 300 hand-picked places to stay; dozens of restaurants, bars

and cafes; 22 maps and site plans; color touring-map section; stunning color photography; the best

walks, diving and beaches. (5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 304 pages, color photos, maps) --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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